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LETTER  TO  THE  EDITOR

Important Measures for Dealing with Future Urban 
Earthquakes in Japan: Lessons from the 2018  

Northern Osaka Prefecture Earthquake

Ken Inoue1),  Sadayuki Hashioka2),  Yasuyuki Fujita3),  Haruo Takeshita4) 

ABSTRACT
Background: Japan has experienced many large earthquakes. In fact Japan is considered one of the most earthquake-prone 

countries in the world. A large quake occurred on June 18, 2018, in northern Osaka Prefecture. Osaka Prefecture is one of 
Japan's larger prefectures, and this earthquake highlighted the issue of urban earthquakes.

Materials and Methods: Here, we describe events that transpired during the northern Osaka Prefecture Earthquake. Based 
on what happened, we also discuss future measures for dealing with urban earthquakes.

Results: We found that the earthquake revealed important measures that are needed during the initial and intermediate 
response to future urban earthquakes. 

Conclusion: We concluded that government agencies, the medical establishment, transportation services, other entities, and 
the public must consider and work together to implement measures to deal with urban earthquakes.
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At 7:58 AM on June 18, 2018, an earthquake struck northern Osaka 
Prefecture (latitude: 34.8° north, longitude: 135.6° east) with a magni-
tude of 6.11). The earthquake occurred at a depth of 13 km. As of July 5, 
2018, the human toll of the earthquake was four deaths, 15 severe inju-
ries, and 419 lesser injuries1). The earthquake completely destroyed 9 
homes, partially wrecked another 87, and damaged a total of 27,096 
homes. This event highlighted the issue of urban earthquakes in Japan. 
The current report describes the events that transpired. We investigated 
public data (including quantitative data) without individual information. 
Based on the sequence of events, we discuss future measures for dealing 
with urban earthquakes in Japan. 

1. When an earthquake strikes a city, traffic congestion occurs. 
Directly impacted and nearby forms of transportation halt service. Since 
the northern Osaka Prefecture earthquake occurred during rush hour, it 
greatly impacted people on their way to work or school2,3). 

2. During the evening hours of June 18, many people were waiting 
for transportation (such as trains) to resume service, and many people 
were stranded around train stations as a result of service delays2). 

3. The earthquake greatly impacted foreign tourists as well3). 
4. The response in the aftermath of the June 18 earthquake was han-

dled by entities such as the Emergency Fire Response Teams and the 
Fire and Disaster Management Agency1).

5. As of July 5, 2018, there were 27 shelters and 150 evacuees in the 
area1).

The 2018 northern Osaka Prefecture earthquake revealed that 
important measures are needed during the initial and intermediate 
response to an urban earthquake. 

Transportation personnel, government agencies, and media organi-
zations must conduct additional drills simulating certain circumstances 
so that they can provide safe and appropriate instructions and news 
regarding traffic congestion to confused commuters using forms of pub-
lic transportation. Like the response to traffic congestion, equivalent 
measures to assist people having difficulty returning home must be con-
sidered. 

Japan will face greater internationalization and host more interna-
tional events in the future. Government agencies, transportation person-
nel, and other entities such as media organizations need to further pro-
vide signage and posted information in English describing what to do in 
the event of a disaster, such as an earthquake. In particular, evacuees 
will need mental care when living for a prolonged period in a shelter4). 
Additional measures are also needed in areas to deal with issues such as 
care for a physical infirmity, mental fatigue, and financial concerns4,5). 

In other words, government agencies, the medical establishment, 
transportation services, entities dealing with earthquakes and disasters, 
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and the public must consider and work together to implement measures 
to deal with urban earthquakes. 
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